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TEACHING GUIDE & WORKSHEETS

OVERVIEW

By middle-school age, young people are forming opinions about everything they encounter. 
With that in mind, WORLDteen chooses stories to broaden readers’ knowledge beyond just 
the events of their day-to-day lives, giving them more opportunity to apply thinking skills and 
discernment to the events of the greater world. WORLDteen stories are selected not simply 
for appealing content. Our editors look for news that gives opportunity to prompt response 
in readers, encouraging them to ask questions of their own, to apply biblical truth, and to 
consider ethical practices.

EACH TOPIC SECTION INCLUDES:

• Four unique stories (thirty-two online stories total; selected stories in print magazine) 

• Photo slideshows with each online story (thirty-two total) 

• One quiz for each topic (eight online quizzes total; one topic quiz in print magazine)

• Choice of printable worksheets included with teaching guide

DAILY NEWS SECTION:

• Online News Bytes section for breaking news each weekday

• News Bytes comments area for safe discussion of current events

RECOMMENDED PACING:

• Daily—Read the current online News Bytes stories and reader comments; optionally,  
  add your own comments online. 

• Weekly—Work through one topic section through the week: read all four stories online,  
  research the topic further, comment online with other WORLDteen readers, and finish  
  by taking the online quiz. 

• Weekly—Complete your choice of printable worksheets (included with your teaching guide)      
  to study a selected article or that week’s topic more thoroughly.
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1. Gun Clubs in Schools:  Would it surprise you to learn that about 5,000 high schools and universities 
around the country have shooting teams? Young participants learn safety and basic life skills while 
competing to hit targets.

2. Americans Confuse Fact and Opinion:  According to a study by the Pew Research Center, only about one 
in every four Americans has a solid grasp on the difference between facts and opinions stated in the news. 
What does this mean for how we make decisions?

3. NYC Channel Plumbing:  Fifty-five stories underground, hard-hat workers plug away—literally. They’re 
repairing leaks in an aging aqueduct that carries half the city’s water supply.

4. Mummy Workshop:  Archaeologists in Egypt are re-examining an area last excavated over 100 years ago—
and finding important, never-before-seen relics at the site. They’ve even uncovered a workshop where 
mummies were prepared.

EXPLAIN IT! QUIZ

1. Participants, coaches, and parents around the United States say being on a shooting team helps teach 
students what kinds of skills?
a) life skills such as patience, discipline, and responsibility

b) basic defensive skills including aggression, violence, and strength

2. What finding was revealed by a Pew Research Group survey of Americans who were asked to classify ten 
statements as facts or opinions?
a) that Republicans could recognize factual statements far easier than Democrats

b) that both conservatives and liberals tend to call statements they agree with “facts” and statements they 
disagree with “opinions”

3. The Delaware Aqueduct supplies New York City with water. The aging channel needs repairs, so workers 
are currently __.
a) connecting the city’s water supply to the Atlantic Ocean

b) digging a bypass channel under the Hudson River

4. Why do archaeologists believe no one has ever found the mummy with the silver mask before?
a) They believe the mask would have been missing if anyone had found the tomb before.

b) They dusted for fingerprints on the mask and did not find any.

EXPLAIN IT! STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.



1. Donkey Killings in Kenya:  Joseph Kamonjo Kariuki woke to find his donkeys missing. He searched the 
bush. The villager depends on donkeys to deliver water for his living. What is responsible for the deaths of his 
beasts, and why?

2. Send in the Goats:  Southern Portugal has a new fire-fighting plan. More than 200 brown-and-white, low-
tech lawnmowers are munching their way through thick undergrowth that would serve as fuel for summer 
wildfires if left uncleared.

3. Saudi Women Take the Wheel:  The winds of change are blowing in Saudi Arabia. Now women are at the 
center of a tug-of-war between the strict Islamic majority and people pushing for more freedoms.

4. Albania: An Ocean of Treasure:  Buried beneath Albania’s coastal waters are hundreds of Roman and Greek 
artifacts from ancient shipwrecks. But researchers and archaeologists warn that the treasure trove is in 
danger of looters!  

GLOBE TREK QUIZ

1. Some places in Africa are experiencing a shortage of donkeys, in part because __.
a) people are selling or stealing donkeys to supply skins to make a Chinese gelatin

b) a rare disease in the water is killing donkeys at an alarming rate

2. Why has Portugal’s government hired herds of goats this year?
a) to help eat weeds and bushes to guard against wildfires

b) to give milk for feeding the nation’s orphaned children

3. Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman has made many changes in Saudi Arabia. These include __.
a) permitting concerts, opening movie theaters, and allowing women to drive cars

b) allowing women to wear athletic apparel for sporting events, permitting women police officers, naming a 
woman as the next ruler of the country

4. What are “amphorae”? 
a) extensive coral reefs found off the Albanian coast

b) tall, ancient Greek or Roman jars, each with two handles and a narrow neck
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GLOBE TREK STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. A Tariff Tornado:  Maybe you’ve heard these terms swirling about: tariff, trade deficit, trade war, 
free trade… What does it all mean? WORLDteen helps bring some clarity to this twisted turmoil of 
domestic and international economics.

2. Delivery-Speed Needs:  Waiting seems out of fashion today. We want everything instantly. 
Customers’ ever-growing need for retail speed has companies scrambling. See what solutions are on 
the horizon for completing orders faster than ever before!

3. The Rich History of Roanoke’s Lost Colony:  Before the Lost Colony of Roanoke, before baby 
Virginia Dare, there was another English settlement in what is now North Carolina. What was its 
purpose, and who came to establish it?

4. Burberry Stock Burn:  High-end fashion companies say that sometimes wastefulness makes 
sense—or cents. How can that be? Isn’t frugality better business? Some of these companies claim the 
value is in their image. 

KA-CHING! QUIZ

1. President Trump’s tariff policy is primarily designed to __.
a) raise more money for the U.S. government 

b) boost the American manufacturing economy 

2. A trend in retail shopping is __.
a) requiring customers to use credit cards only

b) the need for ever-increasing speed in delivery

3. Joachim Gans was hired by Sir Walter Raleigh to __.
a) take his mineral extraction skills to the New World

b) transcribe the language of the Croatan Native Americans 

4. Why does Burberry destroy unused, perfectly good products?
a) to keep underprivileged people from being able to use the brand

b) to prevent discounted or clearance prices from cheapening the brand—and perhaps for a tax benefit
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KA-CHING! STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Deepfakes: What’s Real?:  New technology allows just about anyone to create footage of people 
appearing to say things they’ve never said. Bogus videos—called deepfakes—are the latest weapon in 
the disinformation wars.

2. Venezuela’s Illegal Wells:  Venezuela is facing dire living conditions as a result of economic collapse. 
Water shortages are one of the most critical hardships. In desperation, people risk breaking the law to 
obtain water. 

3. Jumping on the Plastic Ban Wagon: Plastics pollute much of the world—clogging streams, burdening 
landfills, and strangling sea life. What’s the solution? Some cities are starting small. 

4. Drug Gang’s Big Threat:  Colombia wrestles with soaring coca production. So the nation depends on 
help from special agents like Sombra. She has unique gifts for busting drug-smuggling attempts—and 
that puts her life in danger.

LAW ’N ORDER QUIZ

1. Deepfakes are the latest weapons in the propaganda wars. Deepfakes __.
a) use real video and audio to create phony videos

b) are commercials made by terrorists to ruin a nation’s economy

2. What have some people in Venezuela done to provide water for themselves and their neighbors?
a) hired people to dig private wells, often without permits

b) driven up into the mountains to get water illegally from protected forest springs

3. Seattle has banned the use of what common object?
a) plastic water bottles

b) single-use plastic straws

4. For what activity has Colombia’s famous German Shepherd, Sombra, gotten negative attention—
including a threat on her life?
a) Known for her vicious competitiveness, Sombra has defeated numerous other canines in illicit dog-

fighting rings.

b) Known for her incredible sense of smell, Sombra has detected many tons of illegal cocaine that was 
being smuggled out of Colombia.

LAW ’N ORDER STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Wolf Management at Isle Royale:  The wolves of Isle Royale are dying out. So federal officials have a plan 
to relocate 20-30 of the elusive predators. It turns out, a diverse wolf population is good for the ecological 
balance in the island park.

2. Can’t Beat ’em? Eat ’em!:  Fisherman Klaus Hidde wades through the shallow creeks of Britzer Garten park 
in Berlin, Germany. Shortly after dawn, he shakes out the nets. Hundreds of crayfish—native to the southern 
United States and Mexico—tumble out.

3. Viral Tweets Are for the Birds:  Eavesdropping on neighborhood gossip can mean the difference between 
life and death. Wild critters listen to each other for clues about predators such as hawks or snakes. Birds can 
learn to flee when neighbors cluck a distress call.

4. Bananas Going Bananas:  Scientists say an aggressive fungal disease is attacking the world’s most often 
eaten banana variety. But a rare—and endangered—banana plant that lives only in Madagascar may hold the 
secret to saving this favorite fruit. 

MUD ROOM QUIZ

1. What is the most likely cause of the wolf population at Isle Royale National Park dying out?
a) overhunting by fur trappers and ranchers whose livestock is threatened by the predators

b) genetic weaknesses due to inbreeding among a small, isolated population

2. What is turning up on meal plates in hip restaurants around Berlin, Germany?
a) gourmet donuts, especially those featuring Vermont maple syrup and maple-cured bacon

b) the invasive Louisiana crayfish, which has infiltrated waterways in Berlin’s city parks

3. What did scientists in Australia learn about the way that fairy wrens learn to fear predators?
a) that fairy wrens will flee only when the predator is in their line of sight

b) that fairy wrens can learn to interpret other birds’ warning tweets and flee even without seeing the predator

4. The Madagascan banana is in danger of extinction because of __.
a) harsh weather, forest fires, and logging

b) the Panama disease 
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MUD ROOM STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Olympics in Sight for Teen BMX Rider:  High-school senior Hannah Roberts first climbed on a BMX bike 
when she was eight years old. Already one of the best BMX freestyle riders in the world, Hannah is blazing a 
trail for women in the Olympics.

2. Bethany Hamilton Surfs the Ranch:  Four months after giving birth to her second son—and 15 years after 
losing her arm in a shark attack—Bethany Hamilton was back on her surfboard. The 28-year-old secured a 
spot for early September’s Surf Ranch Pro competition.

3. Last of His Tribe in Brazil:  A lone man in the jungle whacks at a tree. No one knows the man’s name or what 
language he speaks. He has no living friends, family, or neighbors. He lives in the Amazon rainforest—alone.

4. Jenny’s Mini Cooking Show:  Jennifer Ziemons is a competitor. She’s won awards for her talent. She’s even 
won a gold medal in the culinary Olympics. Ziemons features her work on her own popular YouTube channel.

PEOPLE MOVER QUIZ
1. What sequential events are working together to increase female participation in BMX cycling?

a) removing restrictions that prevented women from participating competitively and then the creation of 
numerous women-only BMX/skate parks around the world

b) naming BMX Freestyle as a medal-level Olympic sport for the 2020 Summer Games, followed by growing 
sponsorship for BMX athletes

2. What makes Surf Ranch a unique and valuable site for competitive surfing?
a) Unlike natural coastal locations, Surf Ranch is a man-made lake that generates perfect, consistent waves for 

surfers to display the same set of skills.

b) Surf Ranch’s California location makes it the best spot for drawing American east-coast, Asian, and African 
surfers equally.

3. How did the “Indian of the hole” get his name?
a) from the holes he digs

b) from the area of Brazil in which he lives

4. Jennifer Ziemons is an “Olympic gold medalist.” What is her “sport”?
a) baking in miniature

b) making popular YouTube videos
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PEOPLE MOVER STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. MIT’s Mind-Reading Headset:  An MIT tech team says it has developed a headset that can capture and 
translate human thoughts. Can it really read a person’s mind? How can such technology be useful—or 
dangerous?

 2. Drone Jacket:  Virtual reality and a new piece of clothing are allowing Swiss scientists and robotics 
experts to change the way drones fly. Users slip into the drone jackets and fly drones—arms outstretched like 
superheroes if they wish—just by moving their torsos.

 3. Self-Charge Your Smart Watch:  The makers of the Matrix PowerWatch can harness body heat—and turn 
it into electricity. That electricity then recharges the smart watch while you wear it. There’s no need for a 
power cord or replacement batteries.

 4. Boeing’s Race to Hypersonic Speed:  Aerospace giant Boeing has revealed plans for another aviation 
first—a hypersonic passenger plane. A flight from New York to Tokyo takes almost 14 hours today. A 
hypersonic plane could fly that distance in just about two hours. 

PIE IN THE SKY QUIZ

1. MIT’s new device called AlterEgo is capable of doing what?
a) interpreting brain signals sent to the jaw and face into the words that the wearer thinks intentionally

b) forcing the wearer to speak out loud secrets he or she is trying to keep

2. Researchers in Switzerland have developed a drone-flying system that works by what method?
a) Special goggles fly the plane in whatever direction the eyeballs move.

b) Users wear a jacket with motion sensors that move the drone by moving the body.

3. The Matrix PowerWatch never needs to be plugged in to recharge. What is the source of energy that it 
runs on?
a) electricity generated by the watch itself from body heat collected from the wearer

b) super-light lithium batteries that now last as long as 100 years before replacement

4. Boeing and other aerospace companies are working to develop what kind of passenger airplane?
a) a supersonic plane—one that can fly completely unmanned

b) a hypersonic plane—one that can fly at speeds of Mach 5 or faster
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PIE IN THE SKY STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Sports Uniforms in the Spotlight:  So long basic sweatpants and T-shirts. With millions of dollars in publicity 
and retail sales involved, today’s sports uniforms are making headlines for striking design, eye-popping 
details, and meaningful messages.

2. Gaming: When Is Too Much Too Much?:  Preparing for virtual danger is what video gamers do best. But they 
may not be ready for this real-world health hazard. The World Health Organization has revised its disease 
manual to include compulsive video game playing as a mental health condition.

3. Glamping:  Imagine a plush room on an island, a designer bed, and a magnificent view. This isn’t a high-end 
hotel. It’s a luxury tent—the latest for “glamping,” or glamorous camping, where the comfort-loving experience 
adventure without bugs or backaches.

4. Big Mac Unchanged:  Many Americans remember the decades-old TV jingle that listed the ingredients of 
a McDonald’s Big Mac. The popular double-decker sandwich has been around for half a century. And the 
company isn’t planning to mess with its most famous burger.

POP! SMART QUIZ

1. Sports uniforms have become a way for players and teams to __.
a) protest politics and other things they dislike

b) express national personalities and loyalties

2. The World Health Organization revised its disease manual to include what disease?
a) “self-control condition,” or needing to have complete control of every situation

b) “gaming disorder,” that is, compulsively playing video games

3. Glamping allows adventure seekers to experience what two things at the same time?
a) glowing campfires and tramping through the woods

b) camping in an interesting locale and luxury lodging

4. How has the 50-year-old Big Mac changed as food trends have changed?
a) The Big Mac now uses plant-based burgers, and customers can order it with kale on top.

b) The Big Mac remains unchanged, including the same ingredients it has for the last 50 years.
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POP! SMART STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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WORLDTEEN MAY/JUNE 2018 ANSWER KEY: 

Explain It! quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

Globe Trek quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. a

ka-Ching! quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Law ’n Order quiz: 1. b, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

Mud Room quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

People Mover quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

Pie in the Sky quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Pop! Smart quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

WORLDTEEN SEPT/OCT 2018 ANSWER KEY

Explain It! quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. b, 4. a

Globe Trek quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

ka-Ching! quiz: 1. b, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

Law ’n Order quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Mud Room quiz: 1. b, 2. b, 3. b, 4. a

People Mover quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. a

Pie in the Sky quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

Pop! Smart quiz: 1. b, 2. b, 3. b, 4. b
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                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
READER’S CHOICE
Directions: Choose a WORLDteen article of particular interest to you. Explain why you chose it, 
something you learned from it, and how it connects to other things you know.

Article headline: 

Topic area (e.g., People Mover or Mud Room):

Why I chose this article:

An interesting fact I learned from this article:

A connection I can make between this article and something else I’ve learned about 
(from personal experience, school, other people, reading, etc.):

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
PROBLEM SOLVER
Directions: Read a WORLDteen article. In the left-hand column below, note any problems or issues 
raised in the article. In the right-hand column, write down any solutions that were offered. Under the 
“My thoughts” section, include any problems or solutions that weren’t included in the article but which 
you think should also be considered. Finally, explain how you think any one of these problems or 
solutions illustrates how the Bible instructs us to live.

Explain how any one of these problems or solutions illustrates biblical truths about daily living.

                           WORKSHEET

Problems:

My thoughts:

Solutions:

My thoughts:



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
PHOTO INTERPRETER
Directions: Select a photo from WORLDteen. Using complete sentences, answer the following 
questions about the photo.

What is happening in the photo? 

What do you see in the photo that led you to your answer? 

Why did the editor include this photo in the article?

Does the photo appear to be staged or unplanned? What makes you think so?

Do you think the photo is an accurate portrayal of what happened? How does the photographer’s 
use of camera angle, composition, lighting, or other elements help convey the meaning?

What other elements in the photo do you notice, and why?

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
FACT OR OPINION?
Directions: Select an article that interests you from WORLDteen. Read it carefully and then refer to it 
to answer the following questions.

List three facts or opinions found in the article and identify each as fact or opinion:

1. Fact or opinion?

2. Fact or opinion?

3. Fact or opinion?

When did this event take place, or does it concern a future event? Is the subject related to other 
past events or issues you know about? Explain.

What do you think might happen in the future as this story develops? Explain using complete 
sentences.

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
READ FOR DETAIL
Directions: Choose a WORLDteen article to read. In the left-hand column below, note any quote or 
other detail from the article that you think is especially important or interesting. In the right-hand 
column, explain what you noticed about it and if it raises any questions for you.

                           WORKSHEET

Interesting detail or quote from the article: Your observations and questions:



 
                                                        Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

   
SEE CAUSE AND EFFECT
Directions: Practice identifying the causes and effects that are related to events. Select a WORLDteen 
article that reports on a specific event. In the following spaces, identify three causes and three effects 
related to this event. If some causes and effects aren’t spelled out in the article, that’s OK. Think about 
and guess what some causes might be. In the same way, try to predict some effects of the event that 
may not be stated in the article.

Consider more than just the obvious elements in the article. Are there specific causes and effects that 
demonstrate biblical principles  —for example, sin, judgment, grace, or forgiveness?

                           WORKSHEET

Cause #1:

Cause #2:

Cause #3:

Effect #1:

Effect #2:

Effect #3:

Event:



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

      
BEFORE AND AFTER
Title of WORLDteen article: 

Directions: Use this chart to record your thinking before, during, and after reading a WORLDteen 
article. 

1. In the “What I know” column, list things you already know about the topic before you read the   
   article.

2. In the “What I want to know” column, list questions that come to mind either before or while  
    you read the article.

3. In the “What I learned” column, list facts you learned from the article. Include any answers to  
    the questions you wrote down. 

              What I know:                             What I want to know:                   What I learned:

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

      
SIX QUESTIONS IN AN ARTICLE
Directions: Read a WORLDteen article and look for answers to the questions that journalists use to 
tell a story—Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?

Headline of article:  

Topic area (e.g., People Mover or Mud Room):

Who was involved?

What happened?

When did it happen?

 Where did it occur?

Why did it happen?

How did it happen?

(Extra credit: How does your knowledge of the Bible and biblical principles affect how you think 
about or respond to this story?)

 

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

      
WHY IS IT NEWS?
Directions: Editors must make decisions about which articles they will publish. There are many 
reasons why some articles are published while others are not. Some of the most common reasons are 
listed below.

Choose three WORLDteen articles of particular interest to you and write their headlines below. After 
reading them carefully, mark an X beside each of the reasons you think that article was published.

Story headlines:

1. 

2. 

3. 

                           WORKSHEET

1. 2. 3.

Timeliness—news that is happening or of interest to readers right now

Relevance—the story happened nearby or concerns local interest

Magnitude—the story is great in size or number

Unexpectedness—the story is unusual, or its events occurred without warning

Impact—the news will affect a large number of readers

Application—the news gives Christians an opportunity to consider how to apply faith  
principles to real life events

Reference to someone—the news is about a prominent person or personality

Oddity—the story is about a unique or unusual situation

Conflict—the story presents a major struggle in the news

Negative—the story tells bad news that may have more interest than good news

Continuity—the report is a follow-up or continuation to a story that has been in the news

Emotions—the news offers an emotional angle that increases interest in a story

Progress—the news reveals hope, new achievement, new improvements


